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Prot warrior rotation classic

This is a quick reference guide to Protection Warrior Tanking Rotation in Classic World of Warcraft. Below includes what attitude you should take, how a single target tank (like the boss), some targets (junk), and cooldowns you should get used to. #Stances you want to be in Defensive Stance while
tanking, while occasionally dancing to Battle Stance for a quick Thunder Clap or Mocking Blow. You can also jump in Berserker Stance before pulling to activate Berserker Rage to increase anger from damage, or use it to break fear. #Single Target When tanking bosses, use the following list of priorities
as a guide for how to prioritize your abilities: you can also include Thunder Clap on hard-hitting enemies to slow down their attacks. Shied Block Notes: Using Shield Blocks in your rotation is conditional and assumes you're using a shield. If you are desperate for a generational threat, eliminate it from
using Shield Block to use your anger to get threats instead. Also, if you're a tanking caster, Shield Block won't achieve much. #AoE When tanking multiple masses, such as garbage, you can continue your normal rotation, except with the following changes: #Cooldowns Use Mockery as needed to regain



the threat on the target. Mock Blow Use as needed to get enemies to focus on you. Note: Mocking Punches don't work like Mockery, and won't make you #1 threats. This will only force the enemy to focus on you for 6 seconds. After that duration will return to the target with #1 threat. Challenge Shout Use
as needed to get threats on multiple targets at once. Berserker Rage Use as needed to break the fear or increase the anger generated through the damage taken. Shield Bash Use as needed to interrupt the cast, or use Pummel if you are not using a shield. Thunder Clap Use as needed to slow down the
attacks of hard-hitting enemies. Disarm a great way to reduce the damage handled by the target with the Concussion Blow (Talent) weapon Use as needed to reduce incoming damage from the target or to stop the cast. Intercept quickly get to the masses wandering around with this. Shield Wall Use when
you take far more damage than healers can handle. Welcome to Wowhead's Classic Protection Warrior Leveling Guide. Protection is the most popular building specification for the Warriors, as its specifications focus on dealing with more damage and can still heal most of the basement evenly if needed.
In Classic WoW, it may be the least recommended specification to level out, since Arms and Fury are both quite capable of tanking the basement, however many players are still interested in it when prioritizing the dungeon during the search. Boasting high survival, strong threats, multiple stun guns, and
offensive repellents, they can still be powerhouses, especially in PvP battles, even if their potential damage deals are significantly lower than the other two specialties. This guide includes specifics for as Protection Fighters. If you want to learn more general Warrior downsization information, or how to level
the focus on other talent trees from the Warriors, check out the following guide:The main benefit to leveling is that Protection is dungeon tanking, especially in premade groups focused on high efficiency farming. To a lesser extent, there is little noticeable difference between specialization, and Protection
has some important early game talent, but the whole toolkit gathers very well with level 40. The main drawback is the potential lack of damage to other specialties, and even in the basement Protection will struggle more at exploding multi-target threats than Arms, but their single target threat is far superior,
while extra stuns and defensive cooldowns will keep them alive through almost anything. It should be remembered that there are many ways to allocate talent when leveling. Although Protection is generally not recommended for leveling, the outline below will include a general path from level 10 to 60,
which will end up with all important talents, although as an individual you may feel better to prioritize slightly differently depending on your own preferences. For example, some players can choose PvP-oriented settings that prioritize and . Like most specialties, early levels are generally the least important,
with most talent options serving as a springboard for better selection at the bottom line. the main one, although the talent it unlocks will not be picked up until much later. Despite competing against, Defense is a stat that is often overvalued, only increasing the tank's chances of blocking, avoiding, fending
off, missed opportunities, and the chance to cry by 0.04% per point, without reducing the chance of receiving a crushing blow. Although it can be prioritized at the maximum level, it is much less impactful during the flattening process. and will come next and should be a clear choice for emphasis on
dungeon tanks. While there are some strong talent options at this level, some of which will be revisited later, this is the most important to pick up first. Moving deeper into the tree will give you access to some very useful talents that will unlock the flexibility of protection specifications. There are several
options in the order they are picked up, but the general priority will be investing followed by and , all of which are incredible talents for controlling enemies in the basement. Step back to will increase the efficiency of anger, leaving one point remaining, which will usually go into , though and also that will be
taken in the end anyway. This will unlock , which should be a clear choice in combination with the emphasis on shields, and eventually give access to the Shield Slam.After gaining talent keystone Protection, there are several routes to go, with exciting talent in arms, Fury, and left in the Protection tree.
How To choosing to prioritize is really up to you, but most would agree that making beeline towards offers the best quality of life improvement. To get there, is the only defensive option, and can be taken to finish off the Arms tree. Spending more points at Arms to earn and for increased threats is an
option, but it is considered a very marginal advantage to points spent, valuable only to the most threat-sensitive players. Fury has some exciting talent, but with a few points left to spend, is his only real priority due to the increasing damage, threats, and generations of anger together. Alternative tanking
specialties exist that dip deep into Fury to produce a high amount of threat, although they lose a lot of comfort and viability to do so. With the last four points remaining, finish, open the Last Stand, and spend one point on both and will finish off the tree. There are alternatives, but while these are overlooked
during the flattening process, they become much more important in the endgame where the incoming damage rises, and the resulting specialization will not require respeccing to proceed with basement and max level raids. Protection is the main tanking specialty in Classic WoW, second to none and
highly prioritized by most endgame groups and guilds. While there are several ways to specialize in tanking, the tree outlined above is appropriate for all game content late without requiring respeccing, at least to the point where holding the threat is a major concern in a highly well-organized and
min/maxed guild, which won't be a problem for most robbers. For more information on tanking-built endgames, see our Tank Protection Warrior Guide for advice on building maximum-level talent. Protection Warrior Tank Talent BuildsThere is not much difference between Protection or other specialties at
the earliest level, beyond the previous emphasis on shielding and remaining in defensive stance while tanking, rather than weaving in direct damage combat capabilities. Although you can make precise level by level breakdowns of which spells are used between levels 20-21 compared to 22-25 and then
26-35 for a fully min/max downing process, the general rule is quite simple:Maintain and as needed. Shield Slam targets priority for explosive threats. Use Taunts, , or Challenging Screams to rebuild aggro on missing targets. can also be used to control dangerous masses, casters, or loose targets that
cannot be laughed at. Revenge and , focus on killing targets, and tabbing to others whenever you feel comfortable on the threat. or Cleave (2 targets) to dispose of excess anger. Before being talented, you'd stay at the Vanguard most of the time while tanking to bring more of the excess Rage from pull to
pull. If you find yourself out of Anger, the Cost can be used to combat, but anger needs to be spent before changing attitudes or else it will disappear. Protection has several multi-target threat tools, as Thunder Clap and Whirlwind cannot be used in Defensive Stance and quickly lose in threats. There are
some defense tools that are often overlooked. Although Shield Block is not very efficient until the end of the game, many players ignore the fact that most enemies can be influenced by, including the boss. Last Stand and Shield Wall are also very strong defensive cooldowns, although don't ignore their
long cooldown. Since Rage quickly deteriorates from battle, most engagements will start from zero anger aside from what is gained by using Charge. This severely limits the Warriors' potential damage, so pulling chains whenever health (or which healer) allows will help minimize waste of anger to be more
effective in combat. A common tactic to move from drag to pull involves gathering anger from one battle to another. As the target approaches death, rather than overdoing it with your abilities, try to attack it automatically to build up a reserve of anger to take to the next battle. This is especially important
before being talented, because the inability to change attitudes without losing anger greatly limits the usefulness of Charge while tanking in Defensive Stance. For this reason, Execute is also rarely used when leveling; only when there is a chance that the target will kill you before you finish it. This is an
important part to spend time reading because the common misconception is that you have to buy every ability when you can train it when, in fact, you just have to buy a certain spell at a certain level. This path will save you a lot of travel time, as well as a lot of gold that can go towards buying your first
seat at level 40. Warriors have a wide variety of spells, not all of them useful in every gameplay situation, and many of them get very little from ranking upgrades; because of this, we'll only list the spells you want, why you want them, and what levels you can increase. Warrior Trainer LocationsBecause of
the Warriors' changing ability priorities as they level up and unlock new skills, there's no point buying every rank from each spell. Some spells like Rend will no longer be used on a rotational scale beyond a certain point, while others like Overpower only get a small amount of damage between rankings
and while they are still worth having in the long run, you can save a huge amount of money by skipping those rankings until buy your first seat. For tanking, you generally want to practice:Each Battle Rank Shout, Shield Slam, Demoralizing Shout, Revenge, and ArmorUp Sunder to Rank 4 Heroic Strike
and RendOnly Rank 1 of Overpower, Thunder Clap, Cleave, Hamstring, Mocking Blow, Intercept, Shield Bash, and PummelWith the exception of each rank in Demoralization Shout and dan if tank, and any Hamstring rating for PvPSlam can be skipped completely because it is not used in the damping
process, and other single rank skills such as Whirlwind, Challenging Shout, Retaliation, Shield Wall, and Recklessness can be trained when available. When leveling up as a Warrior in Classic, weapon upgrades will always be the most impactful item you can get, therefore always having the best weapons
will make your level experience much smoother. For DPSing and questing in general, you will usually prioritize 2H weapons due to higher DPS and greater damage range. Unless the options available are very similar, damage is more important than statistics, so DPS values can be used as metrics for
comparison. Shields are still an important item, especially in the early levels before you train new weapon skills or gain access to Pummel. Although you will often use your regular two-handed weapon for almost every situation, including tanking, the shield is essential to reduce better damage in the final
dungeon of the game and provide access to extra interrupt capabilities. Leveling because Protection doesn't offer specialization of any type of weapon, allows you to use anything that offers the highest DPS at the time. There's a lot to learn about weapons while leveling and surpassing, especially once
you reach the maximum level with racial bonuses, punches, and weapon skills playing an important role in choosing the right weapon. Our Warrior Weapons Guide lists all the popular Weapons and their levels/requirements, whether it's to be Quest Rewards, made easily by profession, or an easy drop
from a popular basement, so you can know what areas to prioritize to keep your weapons up to date as possible. When leveling, you will change gears quite often, especially if you often head to the basement, although some items with amazing statistics may stick with you longer than others. When
comparing items, the required level is less important than what benefits it gives you:Stamina &gt; Armor &gt; Strength &gt; Agi &gt; Defense &gt; SpiritArmor: is not as important as stamina, but directly contributes to sustainability, as the majority of enemies will handle physical damage. Plate gears have
the highest armor value, so you'll get them anyway. Strength: scales the damage. While the tank's main role is not to deal with damage, it translates directly into threats, so it should not be overlooked, although most of the protective equipment is mail and plates to come That too. Agility: increases the
chances of critical attacks and contributes little to defend by increasing your chances of avoiding, both of which are useful, but not as much as the static advantage of improving other more consistent statistics. Defense: not very impactful when leveling, and even at the maximum level the majority of
meetings do not require a Defense cap of 420. Each point increases the chances of tank tanks block, dodge, fend off, chance to pass up, and chance to cry by 0.04% per point. Spirit: is a highly controversial stat, as the Warriors have the best health regeneration per point of spirit with a Spirit rate of * 0.8 +
6. That said, health regeneration only works out of battle (except trolls, who are punished until ignored) and what you gain in reducing downtime by piling up the Spirit, you lose in increasing combat time due to a lack of other statistics. Battles will generally take longer, causing you to take on relatively
more damage, which then takes more time spent getting out of the battle to heal it back, while also becoming more prone to accidental death. While you can build a set of Spirit gear to exchange while out of battle for the sole purpose of regenerating health without bandages or food, doing so ends up
requiring more gold during the brewing process and taking up more bag space than consumables, while also making you vulnerable to being pulled into battle by patrols or PvP players while wearing your Spirit gear. For these reasons, although the Spirit does have strong benefits for a Warrior, it is not
advisable to prioritize than other battle statistics, unless there is a very large difference between them; the amount of passive Spirit on the tooth you want to use remains generally sufficient. Items that provide Additional Opportunities for Hitting and Critical Strike Chance are harder to define, as their value
shifts dramatically depending on the rest of your teeth. In general, these statistics are much more important in the endgame and are quite rare during the process of re-screening, but they are still worth using whenever available. For more detailed leveling routes, you can see our Alliance and Horde level
route guide. For a more efficient screening guide, you can check out the CWL 1-60 Leveling Guide module created by Navak and Egregious at ClassicWoW.live. The guides in this module provide information based on the selected faction, group size, race, and class. When leveling in Classic, you'll often
find searches for dungeons suitable for your level. Classics don't have quality-of-life improvements like Dungeon finder or Group Finder, so players have to use default chat channels like General or LookingForGroup to find groups for basements. We have a guide to all the dungeons at Classic to assist
you on your journey. One of the classic aspects leveling that many players, especially retail players, often forget is the bag space. Not like when you started new, getting started in Classic means you only have your default backpack available, with lots of 14 little items. To make that easier, there are
several bags that you can easily get at the beginning of the game: Linen Bag - Made by Tailors. Requires Tailoring skill level 45 and takes 6xLinen Cloth, obtained from humanoid enemies, and 3xCoarse Thread, which can be used in Tailoring supplies supplies You have the necessary materials, try
asking in General Chat or Trade Chat if there is a Tailor who can help you create the bag. If you find someone, be sure to tip them for their help! Small Brown Pouch – Dropped by many different humanoid masses and sold by certain vendors early in the game for about. Kodo Hide Bag - Made by
Leatherworkers. Requires level 40 Leatherworking skills and is learned from Pattern: Kodo Hide Bag, which is only sold by Horde vendors. Alliance players may get this pattern by using AH Neutral in Gadgetzan. Needing 3xThin Kodo Leather, 4xLight Leather, and 1xCoarse Thread.Classic Bags and
Storage GuideAs you start approaching level 60, you may want to shift your focus from thinking about what's best while leveling your Warrior to the best maximum level options by far the best in slot equipment, talent, and stats go. To do so, we've prepared many different guides to guide you on your
maximum warrior journey. Warrior Tank Max Level Guides for Classic WoWWarrior Tank PvE Overview - The place to start your journey to become the best Tank Warrior. Best race, best profession, strength, weakening, and more. Warrior Tank Talents &amp;amp; Builds – Builds, talent trees, and more.
Learn all about the talent to mine your build and talent tree decisions. Learn more about the popular Protection Warrior tanks built for Dungeons and Raids.Warrior Tank BiS Gear - Learn about the best Warrior Tank pre-raid equipment to get ready and what pieces to get inside, including level cuts and
incredible gear pieces. Warrior Tank Rotation &amp;amp; Abilities - Everything you need to know to be the best Tank Warrior. Learn about abilities, rotations, priorities, and more! Warrior Tank Stats - Understand more about statistics for your Warrior, learn what statistics you should always look for and
how it affects you. Warrior Tank PvP Overview - Everything you need to know to destroy and defeat your enemies in PvP Combat. If it's red, it's dead! DPS Max Protection Warrior Level Guide for Classic WoWProtection Warrior Overview DPS PvE - Where to start your journey to become the best DPS
Protection Fighter. Best race, best profession, strength, weakening, and more. DPS Talents Protection Warrior &amp;amp; Builds – Builds, talents trees, and more. Learn all about the talent to mine your build and talent tree decisions. Learn more about the popular Protection Warrior builds for Dungeons
and PvP.Protection Warrior DPS BiS Gear - Learn about the best DPS Protection Warrior pre-raid tools for and what pieces to get into, including level pieces and incredible gear pieces. &amp;Rotation; DPS Protection Warrior Capabilities - Everything you need to know to become the best DPS Protection
Fighter. Learn about abilities, rotations, priorities, and more! DPS Soldier Protection Statistics – Understand more about statistics for your Protection Fighters, learn what statistics should always be embraced how they affect you. Overview of PvP Protection Warrior DPS - Everything you need to know to
destroy and defeat your enemies in PvP Combat. If it's red, it's dead! Die!
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